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Control of Transition-State Pathways via Reagent Orientation
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The influence of reagent rotation on the dynamics of the D� H2 ! HD� H reaction is studied. The
state-resolved differential cross section is measured using the Rydberg-atom scheme in a crossed beam
experiment. It is found that the H2 rotation has a strong influence on the results. This effect was traced to
the selection of the quantum bottleneck states through reagent orientation, thus suggesting a novel strategy
to control the transition-state pathways in direct chemical reactions.
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One of the most interesting issues under current study in
the field of molecular dynamics is the influence of reagent
rotation on the outcome of chemical reactions [1]. While
quantum scattering theory can be used to generate the
initial state selected differential cross section (DCS), the
elaborate computations tend to obscure the physical picture
of the underlying dynamics. Therefore, fundamental ques-
tions remain unanswered, such as how the rotational state
and alignment affect the passage through the transition
state (TS) of the reaction. Furthermore, it is unclear pre-
cisely how the details of this TS dynamics influence the
state and angle product distribution, which are the observ-
ables in a collision experiment.

The notion that the properties of the transition state are
imprinted on the detailed observables of a reactive colli-
sion is a piece of conventional wisdom. The ‘‘Polanyi
rules’’ [2] relating the location of the TS to the role of
vibrational excitation of either reagents or products pro-
vides a well-known early example. More recently, the
relationship of the bending dynamics at the TS to the
rotational product distribution has been investigated for a
number of bimolecular [3,4] and unimolecular reactions
[5,6]. The control of reactivity by quantized bottleneck
states (QBS) has been suggested by Truhlar and co-
workers [7,8]. The QBS, which refer to unbound Seigert
states [9] localized near the barriers of vibrationally adia-
batic potentials, provide a rigorous representation of the
internal excitation of the collision complex near the TS.
Recently, it was demonstrated that unmistakable signatures
of QBS appear in the DCS of reactions D� HD and H�
D2 [10–13]. However, it remains unclear what is the
precise role of rotational orientation of the reagents within
this picture.

In this Letter, we present results of a new molecular
beam experiment and of theoretical dynamics calculations
for the D� H2 ! HD� H reaction. The influence of
reagent rotation on the reaction is probed by comparing
the results obtained from the para (p) and ortho (o) forms
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of H2, which correlate uniquely to the H2�j � 0� and
H2�j � 1� states. The reaction process is found to proceed
through well-defined quantum pathways at the TS that are
strongly correlated by symmetry to the orientation of the
reagent molecules.

We investigate the dynamics of the D� H2 !
HD��0; j0� � H reaction using a crossed molecular beam
apparatus. Two parallel molecular beams (DI and H2) are
generated with pulsed valves. The D-atom beam is pro-
duced by DI photolysis using the fourth harmonic of a
YAG laser or a KrF laser. The H2 beam (either p-H2 or
n-H2) was produced by an adiabatic expansion through a
nozzle cooled by liquid nitrogen. The p-H2 beam, pro-
duced by flowing n-H2 through the cryogenically cooled
o-p conversion catalysis, was almost all in the j � 0 state,
while n-H2 beam consisted of j � 0�p� and j � 1�o� states
in a ratio of 1:3. The beam densities for both forms of H2

were kept equal and the reactive scattering signal for the
o-H2�j � 1� reagent was found by combining the signals
from p-H2 and n-H2 reactions. The reaction was studied
for the center-of-mass collision energies EC � 0:315,
0.484, 0.783, and 0.945 eV with a thermal spread of about
�EC � 10 meV. The reaction products were monitored
using the H atom Rydberg time-of-flight (TOF) technique
[14]. The TOF spectra of product H atoms were measured
and assigned to HD-product rovibrational states, which
then yield the relative quantum state-specific DCS with
typical errors less than �10%. The relative DCS of D�
p-H2 andD� o-H2 are well defined without the need for a
scaling factor.

The backward scattering DCS versus j0 is shown in
Fig. 1. Near the reaction threshold, EC � 0:315 eV, the
distribution of product states is unimodal and centered near
HD�j0 � 2�. The signal for the o-H2 reagent is noticeably
higher than that for p-H2. At the higher collision energy,
EC � 0:783 eV, the product state distributions have
shifted significantly. The p-H2 reagent yields a bimodal
distribution peaked at j0 � 3 and j0 � 8. The o-H2 reagent
1-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1 (color). The rotational product state distribution for
D� H2 ! HD��0 � 0; j0� � H obtained at the LAB angle of
�95	 (�CM � 175	). The experimental, exact scattering (the-
ory), and FC-treatment of the state-to-state-to-state model are
compared at two collision energies.
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gives a distribution that is clearly different from the p-H2

result with the bimodal character suppressed. The bimodal
character of the distribution, and the difference between
p-H2 and o-H2, becomes more pronounced at higher EC.
The strong distinction between the reactivity of p-H2 and
o-H2 was unexpected, [15] and at this point, unexplained
by a dynamical mechanism.

A theoretical simulation of the D� H2 reaction was
carried out using a fully converged coupled-channel scat-
tering calculation that employed the accurate BKMP2-PES
[16]. The S matrix is produced from a coupled-channel
calculation in a hyperspherical coordinate system [17,18]
using a partial wave expansion up to total angular momen-
tum J � 38 on a grid of 110 total energies from E �
0:3–1:6 eV. In Fig. 1, we see that the theoretical model
accurately reproduces the product state distributions seen
experimentally. Even though the simulation does not ‘‘ex-
plain’’ the result, it does indicate that the model is adequate
for use in a more detailed analysis.

The distinction between the reactivity of p-H2 and o-H2

molecules is quite fascinating since it probes the influence
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of reagent rotation on reaction. The small para-ortho en-
ergy splitting cannot explain the differences that actually
grow more pronounced with larger EC. Instead, the p-H2

and o-H2 appear to cross the TS differently in a manner
controlled by the orientation of H2. While the p-H2�j � 0�
beam lies in the k � 0 helicity state, the o-H2�j � 1� beam
is composed of 2=3 ‘‘helicopter’’ rotation (k � �1) and
1=3 ‘‘cartwheel’’ rotation (k � 0). Since the reaction path
is collinear for D� H2, the QBS are labeled by the quan-
tum numbers for a linear triatom, n � ��sym-str; �

�
bend�,

where the reaction coordinate is frozen. We find k corre-
lates most strongly to the QBS vibrational-angular momen-
tum, �. Schatz and Kuppermann [19] have noted that the
helicity is exactly conserved, k � k0, along the CM
(forward-backward) collision axis, and at nearby angles
the helicity conserving approximation is often accurate.
Extending this scattering result to the intermediate TS
region, we have k � � � k0. This implies that only those
QBS with � � 0 contribute to theD� p-H2 reaction since
k � 0. For D� o-H2, on the other hand, QBS with � �
0;�1 can all contribute since k � 0 or �1. Therefore, the
k � 0 reagent molecules must pass through the QBS with
��

bend � 00; 20; . . . , while the k � �1 states must cross the
TS through the ��

bend � 1�1; 3�1; . . . states. The differences
between p-H2 and o-H2 reactivity arises from these dis-
tinct pathways through the TS.

To elucidate this idea, consider first the total reaction
probabilities (PR) computed for the k � 0 and k � �1
states of o-H2. As seen in Fig. 2(a), the threshold in PR
for D� o-H2�k � �1� is 100 meV higher than for D�
o-H2�k � 0�. The threshold for the D� o-H2�k � 0� re-
action is consistent with the passage through the lowest
lying � � 0 QBS, (0; 00), that lies at EC � 0:35 eV. On
the other hand, the threshold for D� o-H2�k � �1� is
consistent with passage through the lowest lying � � �1
state, (0; 1�), that lies at 0.45 eV. Furthermore, we have
used the exact energy and width of these two QBS’s to
construct a one-dimensional barrier transmission probabil-
ity (see below), which is in excellent agreement with the
exact quantum mechanical calculations as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The D� p-H2 reaction exhibits nearly identical
threshold behavior to D� o-H2�k � 0�. While the result
k � � � k0 does not hold exactly for PR, the present
calculations demonstrate that it is an excellent approxima-
tion for low impact parameters. Indeed, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b), this threshold behavior survives the impact pa-
rameter average and carries over to the DCS. Clearly, the
threshold for the helicity states is completely controlled by
QBS of different symmetries. The implication of this result
is exciting since the control of TS pathways via reagent
helicity selection has proven feasible.

In the state-to-state-to-state model, we view a direct
chemical reaction as a coherent three-step process. The
incoming reagent flux is scrambled by coupling in the
entrance channel to populate a number of energetically
1-2
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FIG. 3 (color). A comparison of the model prediction to the
results of exact quantum scattering calculations for product
distribution. In (a), the model is seen to reproduce the differences
between p-H2 and o-H2 reagent at EC � 0:786 eV. (b) Illus-
trates the differences between the distribution from k � 0 and
k � �1 states that pass through different QBS pathways.
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FIG. 2 (color). A comparison of reaction attributes for the
p-H2 and o-H2 reagent. In (a), the exact quantum scattering
PR is plotted vs EC for the k � 0 and k � �1 states of D�
o-H2. The dashed lines are the model prediction employing, for
clarity, only the lowest symmetry allowed QBS. The energies of
the bend progression of QBS are shown with vertical lines.
In (b), the total reactive DCS at �LAB � 95	 for the k � 0 and
k � �1 states of o-H2 are plotted. In (c), we show the ratio of
total backward DCS for D� o-H2 and D� p-H2.
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allowed QBS. The passage through the TS region is as-
sumed separable in the QBS basis (the nonrecrossing
hypothesis of transition state theory (TST). In the exit
channel, the coupling again scrambles the flux thus giving
rise to interfering reactive pathways through the TS. This
analog of TST for state-to-state chemistry is described by
the factorized S matrix [12] S�E� � S
0 � S
na � Sb � S�na �
S�0 . Here, S�0 and S�na represent the entrance (exit) channel
free asymptotic and the state-coupling dynamics, respec-
tively, while Sb is the uncoupled propagation along a series
of QBS barriers near the TS. The energies (En), widths
(�n), and wave functions (�QBS

n ) of the QBS can be ex-
tracted from the quantum dynamics [20,21] or can be
obtained approximately [22]. This information is sufficient
to construct the diagonal barrier crossing term, Sb, which
has been plotted in Fig. 2(a). The coupling matrices, S�na,
are represented using a Franck-Condon (FC) type model
[23]. This model assumes that the incoming reagents in-
stantaneously transform into a sum of QBS, and likewise
the QBS instantaneously decay to products. For the
09320
rotor! bend evolution along the reaction coordinate,
which is the key to the rotational state distribution, this
FC picture is consistent with the actual time scale separa-
tion of the dynamics. Thus, the coupling matrices are FC-
factors, h�QBS

n j�0i, and the state-specific reaction proba-
bilities are written as

PR�i! f� �
��������
X

n

h�0�f�j�
QBS
n iSbn;nh�

QBS
n j�0�i�i

��������
2

�

��������
X

n

h�0�f�j�
QBS
n ih�QBS

n j�0�i�i��������������������������
1� e�En=2�n
p

��������
2
:

The free states, �0, are projected unto the QBS using the
FC prescription while the barrier crossing dynamics is
modeled with the parabolic model. The overlaps are com-
puted in the TS-dividing plane where the reaction coordi-
nate is fixed. For simplicity, the QBS wave functions are
determined by diagonalizing H on the TS-dividing sur-
face. As shown in Fig. 3, the FC model provides a good
model of the exact PR.

To obtain the DCS, we need to combine the amplitudes
for different values of the total angular momentum J. As
discussed previously [10,12], however, this impact pa-
rameter averaging is minimized for backward scattering
that tends to strongly resemble the results for low J. Thus,
the product distribution predicted by the simple FC model
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computed for a single average J (here, 1 and 3) is shown in
Fig. 1, and is seen to reproduce the experimental results.

We can now explain the unusual differences between the
product quantum state distributions of the p-H2 and o-H2

scatterings shown in Fig. 1. At low EC, the D� p-H2 the
reaction is dominated by the lowest QBS, (0; 00), that
opens at EC � 0:35 eV. The rotational product distribution
is unimodal and peaked at j0 � 2 and consistent with the
formation and decay of a single QBS. The next significant
QBS contributing to the p-H2 reaction is the (0; 20) state
that opens at EC � 0:62 eV. This bend-excited QBS leads
to a second peak in the product distribution centered near
j0 � 7. The beam of o-H2 is composed of two distinct
reagent types that combine incoherently to yield the ob-
served DCS. The k � 0 component behaves the same as
the p-H2. But, as EC passes the state energy for the (0; 11),
the contribution from k � �1 rapidly switches on. As
shown in Fig. 2(c), the ratio of the total DCS for backward
scattering of o-H2:p-H2 then exhibits step structure versus
EC as bottleneck energy is passed. The experimental re-
sults obtained are seen to be completely consistent with
theory. At EC � 0:315 eV, where reactive tunneling domi-
nates, the intensity of o-H2 scattering (that is solely medi-
ated by the cartwheel state) outstrips that of p-H2 because
the extra 15 meVof rotational energy promotes the tunnel-
ing rate. In Fig. 2(c), we see that the opening of the odd
bottleneck states (0; 11) and (1; 11) give rise to discernible
features in the DCS ratio since these states mediate the
reactivity of the helicopter reagent states. Finally, we note
that the differences in the product distributions between
p-H2 and o-H2 reagent are also explained in terms of this
picture. At EC � 0:315 eV, only the o-H2�k � 0� state is
reactive and it passes through the (0; 00) QBS. Therefore,
aside from the overall intensity that is explained by the
tunneling factors in Sb, the product distribution is the same
as for p-H2. At EC � 0:783 eV, the odd-� QBS contribute
to the signal. As shown in Fig. 3, the bimodal j0 distribution
for o-H2 is suppressed since the k � 0;�1 contributions
peak at different j0 values.

In summary, we have demonstrated that product quan-
tum state distribution of the direct chemical reaction D�
H2 is determined largely by the dynamics at the TS. The
effect of reagent rotation is understood from the orientation
of the incoming diatom that is strongly correlated to the
vibrational-angular momentum of the QBS, thus providing
a unique stereodynamical control of transition-state path-
ways in a direct chemical reaction.
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